
Editing Like a Boss

Tex Thompson’s death-or-glory guide to…



“It’s an earthquake in a can”
-Tex Thompson

Divide and Conquer

I. Content/Developmental Editing

III. Proofreading

II. Line/Copy Editing

Macro-level, big-picture revisions

Micro-level polish and stylistic improvements

Best Practices:

• let each draft rest between editing passes

• work big to small

• pack as much into each pass as possible 

(minimize re-readings)

(Stephen King says at least a month)

IV. Gathering and Interpreting Feedback

Grammar, punctuation, and formatting



Five Hot Tips for… 

Content/Developmental Editing

#2: Make a to-do list as you read

#4: Sharpen relevant contrasts

#3: Target accidental repetitions

#1: Print out your draft

#5: Multitask relentlessly!

You will feel so accomplished! (And you will notice more)

Make them deliberate or delete!

Between characters, scenes, settings, chapters, etc 

A good page will advance the plot, build/reveal 
character, or develop the setting. A great page 
does at least two at once.

Notice / list FIRST. Fix LATER.



Try doing this for one of your favorite books!

Scene chart – useful during first major revision

Five Hot Tips for… 

Content/Developmental Editing



A great way to ‘test’ revisions first!

Story writeup –an as-long-as-you-want synopsis

Five Hot Tips for… 

Content/Developmental Editing



Five Hot Tips for… 

Line/Copy Editing & Proofreading

#2: Consider buying a professional edit 
of ONE (middle-ish) chapter

#5: Leave something unsaid

#3: Target accidental repetitions

#1: Change format for every pass

#4: Do at least one “fast pass”

Screen to print. Visual to audio. Times to Arial. Etc.

Make them deliberate or delete!

What is too important to say directly? 
What is so obvious you don’t need to say it?

Read the whole thing in a day – best way to 
find overused words/phrases

Make sure it comes with notes explaining relevant corrections. 
Teach yourself your own most common mistakes!



Time Money

Are you more able to invest time (by 
trading critiques with other writers) 
or money (by hiring a professional 
editor?)

Remember: where you 
set the slider 
matters less than 
the total size of 
your investment!
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Five Hot Tips for… 

Gathering & Interpreting Feedback

#1: When you don’t have personal 
connections/references to draw on, look 
for a guild, group, or organization
This filters out A LOT of shady characters







Five Hot Tips for… 

Gathering & Interpreting Feedback

#3: Find your beta readers’ superpowers

#5: Sensible advice makes sense

#4: Look for points of convergence

#2: Try giving single chapters first

#1: When you don’t have personal 
connections/references to draw on, look 
for a guild, group, or organization

Screen for flakey friends and unhelpful readers

What comments do you keep getting?

People who notice a problem are usually right.
People who suggest a solution are usually wrong.

This filters out A LOT of shady characters

And deploy them accordingly – each reader is only fresh once!



Bonus Tip: 

if you need help, hit me up!

tex@thetexfi l e s . com


